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A B S T R A C T

Previous research on extreme values has been used in commodity pricing, more specifically in trying to capture
the dynamic behavior of the random occurrences of extreme events, such as price spikes/drops. This research
uses the records theory to study the effect of extreme gas prices and the probability of future records.

To our knowledge, records theory was not previously applied to gas markets. The aim of this study is to test
the stability of three different regional gas markets, each having its own supply and demand characteristics.

Records theory, studies observations that are higher than all previous ones, which is equivalent to say the
maximum/minimum observation up to present time, and those records, are concentrated in the tail of a given
distribution.

In this study, several models are developed to test and analyze the stability of three main regional gas markets
(U.S, Europe and Asia). The classical model is used for the case where gas prices are independent and identically
distributed (i i d case. . ). Alternative models, such as Yang model and the discrete-time random walk, are used,
where the number of records grows faster than in the i i d. . case and where records are not only concentrated
among the first observations.

In spite of the non-independent and non-identically distributed properties of the models, the results are
distribution free. Consequently, the applicant will not be concerned by identifying the distribution type and the
complexity of the models is reduced.

1. Introduction

The global natural gas market is comprised of regional markets that
are often grouped based on the regions of natural gas trade (i.e., North
America, Europe, and Asia). In recent years, roughly 70% of global
natural gas trade has been transported to market destinations within
the country of production, while the remaining have crossed interna-
tional borders, either through long-distance pipelines or through li-
quefied natural gas [1]. The evolution of the global natural gas market
is dependent on a number of factors: natural gas reserves, the produc-
tion in conjunction with demand, and the ability to meet demand with
supplies from other regions.

Three regional gas markets exist around the world, and each one is
clustered by a regional spot market:

The US market – cleared by Henry Hub spot prices.
The European market – cleared by spot prices at European hubs.
The Asian market – cleared by spot LNG prices.

In Europe and the US's regional market, natural gas is mostly pur-
chased through pipelines due to large domestic resources and strong
grids. The lack of such infrastructures in North East Asia prevents the
import of natural gas through pipelines. Therefore, natural gas could be
only imported in the form of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), which is
shipped on maritime tankers. The highest demand for natural gas in
2017 was in North America, a value that is closely followed by Europe,
then Asia.2

Two basic pricing systems are commonly used for international
trade of natural gas. The split in price formation varies deeply between
regional markets, depending on several structural factors such as reg-
ulation, liberalization process, contracting practices, existence of a spot
market, liquidity, and share of imports.

• Gas‐on‐gas pricing, where the price of natural gas is competitively
determined based on gas market spot prices. As such, prices vary as
a response to natural gas supply and demand.

• Oil‐indexation pricing, where the price of natural gas is determined
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based on oil market spot prices. As such, prices vary as a response to
oil supply and demand.

North America has the most liberalized system, where gas pricing is
highly competitive and is based on supply/demand balances (gas-on-
gas pricing). On the other side, Asian and European gas prices are
highly influenced by oil-indexation. In Northeast Asia, for example,
almost all LNG contract volumes are indexed to crude benchmarks (e.g.
JCC, Brent), because of their dependence on external imports [2].
However, as long-term contracts expire, the oil-indexation system is
eroding.

It is almost challenging to get an accurate assessment of gas in-
dexation levels and growth. Most of the supply contracts are structural
long term portfolio contracts which are considered to be highly sensi-
tive confidential information. Typically contract terms and conditions
have evolved over time through the processes of renegotiation and
price re-openers [3].

Facts have shown that natural gas, which is traded on the wholesale
market, exhibits particularly large increases in price volatility. The rise
of competition and deregulation leads to relatively free energy markets,
which are characterized by high price shifts. Therefore, the market is,
“vulnerable” to price spikes/drops. In response to an unpredictable,
volatile and risky environment, protection against market risk has be-
come a necessity.

Accordingly, it is important to model the gas price fluctuations and
implement an effective tool for energy price risk management. Value at
Risk (VaR) has become a popular risk measure in the financial industry.
Since VaR estimations are only related to the tails of a probability
distribution, techniques from Extreme Value Theory (EVT) may prove
particularly effective.

The study of extremes focuses on outliers, a characteristic which
enables a better prediction of unexpected extreme changes [4]. The
inherent stylized facts exhibited by commodity markets make the direct
use of EVT impossible. For this reason, most of the applications in
commodity markets involve a conditional approach two steps in-
troduced [5], and is known as the GARCHEVT approach.

The first step captures the stochastic volatility of the time series. The
second step consists of applying EVT to the pseudo-independent and
identically distributed (i i d. . ) innovations obtained in the first step
[6–9].

Another line of research includes other stylized facts, such as long-
term memory, change of regimen in volatility and asymmetric effects
[10]. For instance [11], analyze the regimen changes on volatilities for
crude oil markets (Brent and WTI) and stock markets of UK, France and
Japan and find two possible volatility regimens [12]. also consider
volatility models including long-range memory for estimating risk
measures for some major crude oil and gas commodities. The research
showed that, models with long-range memory and asymmetry perform
best in one-day-ahead forecasting [13]. explores the relevance of
asymmetry and long-term memory to model. A forecast of the condi-
tional volatility was applied in four widely traded commodities (crude
oil, natural gas, gold, and silver). The findings show that nonlinear
GARCH models, capturing these stylized facts perform better in terms of
volatility forecasting.

Finally, the study of extremes can also find the pair wise depen-
dence (co-movement) between different markets that can vary from
almost independent to strongly dependent in contrast to previous lit-
erature [14,15].

The application of records theory to study extreme events instead of
the classical EVT generates many advantages. First, almost all the re-
sults of the EVT are asymptotic, non-exact, and depend on the choice of
the underlying distribution. While in many of the record theory find-
ings, results are exact and non-asymptotic [16,17].

In addition, several properties of record models are distribution
free, i.e. (independent of the choice of the underlying distribution. This
helps practitioners to overcome the theoretical complexity, which is

hidden behind the choice of the right distribution.
Second, the EVT approach is generally applied in a context where

the observations are independent and identically distributed (i i d. . ),
which is not always a good hypothesis to be considered. Moreover,
going beyond the i i d. . case in EVT makes the work even more com-
plicated. However, record models beyond i i d. . context are easily ma-
nipulated. Worthy to note, several properties retain their distribution-
free nature, which is a big advantage in practical problems.

Finally, in EVT all the results concentrate on the value of the ex-
treme events. This is done by studying the standardized maxima of the
observations, without taking into consideration the time these extreme
events took place. However, records theory focuses on the values and
times of extreme events, a feature making the analysis of the potential
results richer. The study of time in record models is accounted for
through particular random variables called Record Indicators [18].

Classical econometric models, usually focusing on the whole dis-
tribution, have been widely used in literature. Models such as uni-
variate and multivariate GARCH are the most popular methods used for
analyzing high-frequency time series data. Authors such as [19–21]
have used this classical approach to model natural gas/oil volatility.

As widely agreed in the literature, inferences that do not take into
consideration the regime switching phenomenon may lead to unreliable
results for much high-frequency time series. In the case of oil and gas
markets, sudden short period shocks will not be accounted for.3 Authors
such as [22] and [23], have shown that evidence of regime-switching
shall not be ignored in the behavior of natural gas prices, and that the
regime switching model performs noticeably better than non-switching
models in these cases.

To find evidence of causality between supply and demand variables
that affects the natural gas prices, stochastic models such as, multi-
variate vector autoregressive (VAR) and vector error correction (VECM)
models were used by Refs. [25] and [26]. Others, such as [27], study
the relationship between international gas market prices and their re-
lation to the oil price through principal components analysis and Jo-
hansen likelihood-based co-integration procedure.

In contrast to VAR and VECM models, that assume a stable re-
lationship, the relationship between the variables could be different in
the separate regimes. Therefore, authors such as [24] have used the
Markov-switching vector autoregressive (MS-VAR) models.

However, all the classical models cited above contain a large
number of parameters, a fact that poses estimation challenges, and
over-parameterization concerns [28,29]. Such difficulties do not con-
cern the records theory, which does not impose constraints on the
quality and distribution of residuals. This certainly alleviates the use of
multiple statistical tests that make the classical econometric approaches
defined on hypothesis quasi-impossible to be entirely verified.

Non-parametric and non-linear models are also used in literature.
The machine learning is essential and can be used to model the complex
non-linear relationship between different variables because they are
“constraint-free”. Therefore, there is no need for additional tests (i.e.
normality test for residuals, autocorrelation, etc.). [30], uses machine
learning techniques to forecast the movement of the day ahead natural
gas spot prices. A second category, such as [31], use the neural network
to predict the daily natural gas consumption needed by gas utilities. A
third category, like [32], use Gamma test, a mathematically proven
smooth test with a wide variety of applications that helps machine
learning modelers choose the best input combination before calibrating
and testing models, a characteristic that reduces the inputs selection
uncertainty.

However, the records theory deals with extreme value of extreme
values. As a consequence, the number of available observations is
generally small [16]. Thus, the use machine learning models is not

3 For example, a major event-causing shock will lead to an immediate increase in vo-
latility in natural gas returns.
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reasonable because of their need to have lots of training data in order to
perform well.

The objectives of this research is, first to study the stability of the
three regional gas markets by using the records theory, and second, to
assess the probability of witnessing a spike/drop in the short term gas
prices in three different markets. As previously explained, there have
been attempts to forecast the probability of extremes in commodity
prices. Yet to the author's knowledge, this is the first time in which the
records theory is applied.

Since the time series of the markets are mostly −non i i d. . , and the
assumption of the type of distribution is complex, the best approach to
find a feasible solution for the gas markets is to use the records theory.
Finally the models will be tested to check the reliability of the results.
Testing is done by comparing the theoretically expected number of
records to the real ones. This will help relevant stakeholders to better
estimate their risk portfolio in the short term.

In section 2 we present the most popular record models in i i d. . case
and beyond. In section 3, we explore the significance of the results and
highlight its impact. In the final section, we indicate the uses and ex-
tension of our work.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study area and data used

The German Border Price (GBP) is an average of the oil-indexed
contracts, and is comprised of a big percentage of Russian gas supplies
and spot supplies. The latter is increasingly available at the Dutch-
German border and Norwegian pipeline terminals. The GBP became a
useful reference in Europe as most of the producer/wholesaler gas
imports used the German border as the transfer of ownership point.

Japanese Crude Cocktail (JCC) is the average price of customs-
cleared crude oil imports into Japan (formerly the average of the top
twenty crude oils by volume) as reported in customs statistics. JCC is
currently used as the index of gas prices in the Asia Pacific, of which
Japan alone share 37.2% of the total imports in 2013 [33]. The Asian
LNG value of imports, in particular, depends the demand for gas, and
the long-term contract price (a value that is based on the JCC oil-linked
pricing formation) [34].

The Henry Hub, lends its name to the pricing point for natural gas
futures contracts traded on the New York Mercantile Exchange
(NYMEX) and the OTC swaps traded on Intercontinental Exchange
(ICE). Spot and future natural gas prices set at Henry Hub are the pri-
mary price set for the North American natural gas market [35].

All prices are denominated in USD per MMBtu (millions of British
thermal units). The data set consists of monthly values recorded be-
tween March 1997 to November 2016. Table 1 summarizes the defi-
nition of the variables used in this study.

Fig. 1 shows the time series of the natural gas prices of the three
different markets. The graph is rich in statistical parameters that could
be interpreted using statistics (such as correlation, trends, stationary,
etc.) and economics tools. We will first divide the time frame into five
main periods and explain, in short, the fundamental supply and demand
factors that led to the price behavior.

2.1.1. 1997–2006
Gas prices in Asia and Europe moved most closely with crude oil

prices, as these were formally indexed to crude/fuel products.
Wholesale gas prices in the United States were more volatile, but they,
similarly, tended to co-move broadly with oil prices on account of some
switching between energy types (natural gas and fuel oil).

During this period, the U.S. natural gas market was the world's
largest, with 75% of the supply produced domestically, with the bal-
ance between storage withdrawals and imports from Canada (NR).
Tight supply-demand balance characterized U.S natural gas markets,
and has led to natural gas spikes in several periods during 2000–2008.
As shown in the graph, this period witnessed an upward thrust in US gas
prices.

The upward of price trend was also seen in Asia and Europe.
However, no shocks have been observed in the U.S. The difference of
prices between JCC and GBP is mainly due to two reasons: first,
Liquefied Natural Gas import prices in the Pacific Basin are more ex-
pensive by roughly 1$ per MMBtu as compared with the Atlantic
Basin.4 Second, the gas market in continental Europe does not heavily
rely less on gas imports via LNG.

2.1.2. 2006–2008
Over 2007 and into the first half of 2008, natural gas prices main-

tained their rising behavior in all markets. This is mainly due to tight
supplies and unprecedented growth in oil demand. As mentioned pre-
viously, oil-indexation in Europe was dominant in international trade;
however since 2006, the use of gas‐ on‐gas pricing steadily increased to
reach a significant percentage. In Asia, oil-indexation was also domi-
nant, but unlike Europe, has not shown steady decline. Therefore, oil-
indexation still contributed a big percentage of the pricing system [36].

2.1.3. 2008–2010
The year 2008, saw a dramatic drop in prices as the depth and

spread of the global recession became apparent. Gas prices in key lib-
eralized markets in the US fell from USD 13–14 per MMBtu in mid-
2008, to a minimum of USD 4 per MMBtu in April 2009. Starting the
second half of 2009, natural gas prices and crude oil prices in the US
have stopped co-moving with other markets. This could be interpreted
as a result of the growing production of shale gas. As an oversupply of
natural gas in the Atlantic basin was created, the gas‐on‐gas prices
dropped regardless of the global economic recession.

Prices in markets linked to oil, such as Japan and Europe, were
slowed to drop from their peaks as these prices have lags of 3–6 months
[37]. Greater regulatory activity was critical in opening up cross-border
activity. Improvements in hub trading were important because they
refined price discovery, which ensured competitively priced gas and
enhanced energy security.

2.1.4. 2010–2014
Oil linked gas prices in Asia increased in 2010 onwards to above 15

USD per MMBtu, bearing the legacy of the above 100 USD oil prices. In

Table 1
Data collection.

Variable Frequency Number of observations Description Unit Source

JCC Monthly 237 The Japan Customs-cleared Crude prices (1997–2016) USD per MMBtu PAJa

HH Monthly 237 The Henry Hub prices (1997–2016) USD per MMBtu U.S. Energy Information Administration, EIAb

GBP Monthly 237 The German Border Prices (1997–2016) USD per MMBtu European Energy Exchange, EEXc

a Available at the Petroleum Association of Japan, http://www.paj.gr.jp/statis/statis/data/07/paj-7_201701.xls
b Available at the Energy Information Administration, https://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/hist/rngwhhdm.htm
c Available upon request from the European Energy Exchange AG, marketdata@eex.com

4 This premium (the “Asian premium”) is due to long-haul shipping of gas, high charges
applied to the use of LNG terminals and lastly the absence of competition from piped gas.
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Japan for example, wholesale gas prices continue to co-move with oil
prices, although the indexation with oil prices may come under pres-
sure as spot markets in Asia start to develop.

Spot markets for natural gas have grown steadily in importance in
Europe. This evolution, combined with high oil prices and low demand
for natural gas following the economic crisis, has led to a renegotiation
of many indexed contracts, linking new contracts to spot markets (so-
called “gas-to-gas pricing”). As shown in Fig. 1, gas prices in Europe
have increasingly decoupled from oil prices and did not increase as
strongly as oil prices between 2009 and 2011.

2.1.5. 2014-onwards
Spot LNG prices decreased significantly in 2014 and early 2015 in

both Asia and Europe. The decrease is driven by weak demand in Asia,
increase global supplies, and the drop in oil prices. In recent years, the
average German border price followed predominately the gas to gas
pricing mechanism [38].

Estimated border prices showed a clear declining trend over 2015
and early 2016. Driven by the oil price drop observed in the second half
of 2014, oil-indexed prices fell faster than hub-based prices.
Consequently, a significant price convergence in the third quarter of
2015 between the Asian and European gas prices was observed.

In this study, the absolute value of the difference between two
consecutive observations for each market is computed, and the new
vector is named Xt. Both upward and downward variations are high-
lighted through the study of upper records.

As we show in the results section, the gas price of the different
markets during the period of 1997 and 2016, is vulnerable to price
spikes/drops. Given that these sudden movements (records) are rare
events, the prediction of spikes/drops is difficult. Accordingly, the
stakeholders are put in a sensitive position, especially when they esti-
mate their risk portfolio.

After describing the general trends exhibited by the three gas
markets in the past couple of decades, we will explain three distinctive
mathematical models which will be used to test the stability of the
markets. We start with the classical model, mainly used for the
American market where the observations are i i d. . , and then we

proceed with the discrete-time random walk and the Yang models
which are used for the European and Asian markets respectively. For
further information regarding our work, namely the maximum like-
lihood estimation method and the goodness-of-fit test, the readers are
invited to review annexes A and B.

2.2. Records theory and notations

In this paper �(Ω, , ) is a probability space. X a real random
variable defined on Ω with a cumulative distribution function (CDF)

⋅F ( ) and a density function ⋅f ( ). It is supposed that �(Ω, , ) is suffi-
ciently rich to support an infinite sequence ≥X t{ , 1}t of independent
copies of X ; they are therefore independent and identically distributed
(i i d. . ) random variables. An observation Xt is called an upper record if
it is higher than all previous observations.

The value and the occurrence index of the nth record are respectively
given by the following sequences ≤ ≤R{ }n n N1 T and ≤ ≤L{ }n n N1 T . Such that

=R Xn Ln and NT is the number of records in a time series of length T .
In addition, we can define the sequence of record indicators ≤ ≤δ{ }t t T1

which is equal to one if Xt is a record and zero otherwise. Therefore, it
is easy to see that = ∑ =N δT t

T
t1 .

2.3. Independent and identically distributed (i i d. . ) case

Record's properties in the case where Xt are i i d. . was well studied
by many author [16,17]. It turns out that many of these properties are
distribution-free, i.e. they hold for any distribution of Xt. This has led
to a huge progress in the overall understanding of the stochastic be-
havior of records. We present some of these results in order to give an
overview of some important facts in the theory of records in the i i d. .
case.

We denote  =δ[ 1]t , by Pt the record rate at time t. It is the prob-
ability that the tth observation Xt , is a record. [17] shows, that for all

≥T 1, the random variables …δ δ, , T1 and = …M X Xmax( , , )T T1 are
mutually independent with ∼ ( )δ Bernoullit t

1 , so that

=P t1/t (1)

Fig. 1. Monthly Gas Prices for the three Natural Gas markets, USD/MMBtu.
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Note that the record rate goes asymptotically to zero, i.e. records are
concentrated among the first observations. Based on the previous rea-
soning and by writing = + …+N δ δT T1 we obtain the expected value
of NT :

 ∑=
=

N t[ ] 1/T
t

T

1 (2)

2.4. Non- independent and identically distributed case

[16] have shown, in the i i d. . case, that when t increases, records
tend to become more spaced over time. However, in many real data
sets, this phenomenon is not true for many reasons [39]. As a result,
more comprehensive models were developed, where the number of
records grows faster than in the i i d. . case, and where records are not
only concentrated among the first observations as in the i i d. . classical
model.

The most popular models beyond the i i d. . case are the Linear Drift
Model (LDM) and the Yang model where the observations are in-
dependent but not identically distributed. On the other hand, another
popular model is the Discrete-time random walk, where the observa-
tions are dependent and not identically distributed.

Before considering a higher level of complexity and going beyond
the i i d. . model, one should test if the data fits or not the i i d. . case.
One option is to test the null hypothesis that the data comes from a
sequence of i i d. . random variables. This goodness-of-fit test can be
based on the result of [16] who showed that under the null hypothesis
the statistic

= −N logT logT( )/T TN (3)

converges to a standard normal distribution denoted by N (0,1).
Thus, one rejects the i i d. . case if TN is greater than the theoretical

− a(1 )th quantile of the standard normal distribution (α is the con-
fidence level of the statistic TN generally fixed to 5%). If the null hy-
pothesis is not accepted, then the classical i i d. . record model can no
longer be considered, and other models that go beyond the classical
models should be adopted.

2.4.1. Yang record model
The −Yang Nevzorov model was introduced by Ref. [40]; it was

shown to fit several sets of data. In the latter model, a non-random
integer number ρt , of i i d. . random variables Y with a cumulative
distribution function ⋅F ( ), is generated and available simultaneously at
time t , from which is extracted = …X y y ymax( , , )t ρt1 2 .

Thus, the sequence ≥X t{ , 1}t of independent but not identically
distributed random variables is considered, with the following cumu-
lative distribution function

= >F x F x ρ( ) ( ) , 0X
ρ

tt t (4)

Due to the i i d. . property of the underlying random variable Y , the
probability of a record among the newly generated ρt variables is given
by:

 = = = ≥δ P ρ S t[ 1] / , 1,t t t t (5)

Where

∑=
=

S ρt
k

t

k
1 (6)

[41] shows that, in general, the expression of the previous prob-
ability holds if ρt are real and strictly positive. Moreover, he shows that
the independence of the record indicators ≥δ t{ , 1}t remains valid for
any underlying distribution. So, the sequence of δt is a Bernoulli process
with probability of success Pt. Note that if = ∀ ≥ρ t1 1t , the Yang-
Nevzorov model is simply the classical i i d. . model.

We recall that the distribution of the number of records NT is related

to record indicators by the following relationship:

∑=
=

N δT
t

T

t
1 (7)

Thus, the expected value and the variance of NT are:

  ∑ ∑= = −
= =

N P and N N P[ ] [ ] [ ]T
t

T

t T T
t

T

t
1 1

2

(8)

Now we assume the following parametric form, originally proposed
by Ref. [40], =ρ γ γ( )t

t with γ strictly larger than one. Thus, the
probability that the Xt , is a record for the Yang model is given by:

 = = = = − −δ P γ ρ γ S γ γ γ γ γ[ 1] ( ) ( )/ ( ) ( 1)/ ( 1)t t t t
t t (9)

Note that ρ γ( )t represents an exponential growth in the number of
available random variables at time t . Furthermore, in a Yang model the
record rate goes asymptotically to a constant given by:

−γ γ( 1)/ (10)

This means that the chance of having new record always exists even
in the long run forecast. This case is usually encountered when the
analyzed variable is more or less unstable (in other economic terms,
volatile).

In order to make Yang model applicable in practice, our goal is to
estimate the parameter γ , based on the maximum likelihood estimation
method5 and by using the probability distribution of the record in-
dicators. As the record indicators δt are independent and follow the
Bernoulli distribution of parameter P(γ)t , our work consists in finding
the γ , which maximizes the Log-Likelihood function6:

= …L γ δ δ γlog ( ) log [ , , ; ]T1 (11)

Still in the context of a Yang model, we define:

= − ≥+Δ L L n, 1L n n1n (12)

As the inter-record time, i.e. the time recorded between two con-
secutive records nth and the +n( 1)th. It has been shown that the inter-
record time ΔLn are asymptotically geometrically distributed.

To summarize, the Yang model distinguishes itself from other
models as, first it can fit observations that are independent but not
identically distributed, second, the inter-record time follows a geo-
metric distribution and last, the record rate goes asymptotically to a
constant.

For the remaining of this section, the goodness-of-fit for a Yang
model is evaluated by checking whether the observed values of the
inter-record times, after a warm-up period allowing the asymptotic
effect to settle, are in agreement with the geometric distribution.

The most popular approach consists in constructing a goodness-of-
fit test based on Pearson's chi-square test [42]. It is assumed that the
event =N mT is not random and we chose a >K 1 in order to partition
the set … ∞{1,2, , } into K subsets. Concerning the problem of choosing
K , this is a question that users have asked statisticians at the very
moment when the chi-square test appeared [43–47]. Few of these re-
sponses reinforce each other, while others contradict. However none
appears to be universally accepted. Recently [48], write that the pro-
blem must be solved ad hoc in relation to contextual elements as a
serious and rigorous user of this test will not fail to obtain.7

If the Pearson chi-square test rejects the geometric distribution
hypothesis, this casts doubt on Yang's model. Then, we should consider
a more general model where the observations are dependent and not
identically distributed.

5 The maximum likelihood estimation is a method of estimating the parameters of a
statistical model.

6 Refer to annex A, for further information regarding the maximum likelihood method.
7 Refer to annex B, for further information regarding the goodness-of-fit test of the

Yang model.
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The simplest way to check if the observations are independent is to
use the −Ljung Box test, and if equals to unity, indicates that the ob-
servations belong to a dependent set of data.

2.4.2. Discrete–time random walk model (DTRW)
One can think of a more general model, where the observations are

dependent and not identically distributed. The most used model in this
context is the Discrete-time random walk model introduced by Ref.
[49].

In this model, the tth observation of the upper record is given by

= +−X X η ,t t t1 (13)

where ηt i.i.d increments are drawn from a continuous distribution.
The stochastic behavior of this model was carefully studied, and it

has been shown that the record rate is given by:

 ⎜ ⎟= = = ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

−δ P t
t[ 1] 2 2 ,t t

t2

(14)

In this model, all the above properties are in a distribution-free
context (independent from the choice of the distribution of Xt). In
addition, it is remarked that for a big value of t, the record rate goes
asymptotically to zero. This means that records are concentrated among
the first observations.

In the next section, results of the different tests that were used in the
models are presented. The analysis and choice of models is explained
and validated based on economical and mathematical reasoning.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results of the three models

The analysis starts by extracting the record values, indices and in-
dicators, as well as the number of records that each market has wit-
nessed within the period of March 1997 to November 2016.

We start by applying the goodness of fit test, which tests the null
hypothesis that the data comes from a sequence of i i d. . random
variables. As shown in Table 3, both the German and Asian market
rejects the null hypothesis, which explains empirically that those mar-
kets are struggling with sudden price variations going beyond the i i d. .
case.

This result can be expected based on the analysis of Table 2, where
the American market has the lowest number of records, while the Asian
market has the highest number of records. Worthy to note, the record
are concentrated among the first observations in the results of the
American market, which is typical for the i i d. . case.

This is in line with mathematical theory, which suggests that the
number of records for −non i i d. . case grows faster than in the i i d. .
case.

We now proceed, to the less stable markets, where the classical
models cannot be adopted.

Note that the assumption of a Yang model is increasingly consistent,
when the p-value of the χ γ( )͠ statistic is increasingly greater than the
confidence level α generally fixed at 5%. The results shown in Table 4,
suggest that both markets accept the null hypothesis, which means that
the Yang model can be applied to both the JCC and GBP markets.
However the GBP market has a p-value which is not considerably high.
Accordingly, we explored other general models where the observations
are dependent and not identically distributed.

In order to test whether the observations in the GBP market come
from a dependent set of data, the −Ljung Box test is used, with the aim
of knowing if the observations are auto-correlated. The result of the

−Ljung Box is equal to unity. This implies that the series of GBP be-
longs to a dependent set of data, which is common to see in a com-
modity that exhibits lots of volatility. Consequently the Random walk
model, can be applied for the GBP market.

In addition to the mathematical explanation, we can demonstrate
that GBP exhibits more volatility in economic reasoning:

First, gas in continental Europe is slowly, but surely, heading to-
wards a gas to gas pricing rule (The latest report of IGU states that over
60% of traded gas in Europe is indexed to the continental gas hubs).
Therefore, this could bring more volatility to the market.

Second, the supply portfolio in such markets is an important factor.
Thus, all supply sources coming from regions that show sign of vola-
tility or insecurity or instability could increase volatility at times where
the system does not work properly (excess of gas supply, implies less
volatility and vice versa).

Last but not least, the high level of storage capacity in European gas
markets would likely have a strong and important effect on price vo-
latility as it will tend to decrease, mainly because it will increase the
strategic seasonal supply of gas. However, with no diversified, secured
and long lasting gas supply to Europe, this could make the presence of
storage capacity unexploited.

The probability of having a record can be computed for each market
and for any time in the near future. Table 5, shows the result of our
mathematical models. The probabilities were computed for the ob-
servation that coincides with the date of November 2013.

The probability of having a new record is highest in Asian markets.
This provide evidence that the theoretical reasoning used in the study,
is precise. The following are the main outcomes:

1) The probability of having a record is low for all markets. Unless a
major rupture in supply and demand fundamentals occurs the
probability of a major spike/drop is not significant.

2) Viewed as increasingly scarce a decade ago, when its price rose
above $15 per million Btu (Fig. 1), the substantial shale gas ex-
ploitation in the US, led to a resource surplus and substantial low

Table 2
Number of records and record index.

Markets HH GBP JCC

Number of records 8 10 17
Record index Apr-97 Apr-97 Apr-97

May-97 Jul-97 Jul-97
Aug-97 Oct-97 Aug-97
Sep-97 Jul-98 Apr-98
Dec-97 Oct-98 Jul-98
Jun-00 Oct-99 Aug-99
Dec-00 Jan-00 Oct-99
Jan-06 Jan-08 Sep-04

Jul-08 Jul-05
Mar-09 Feb-06

Oct-07
Jan-08
Aug-08
Sep-08
Dec-08
Feb-09
Apr-15

Table 3
Goodness of fit test results at a confidence level of 5%.

Markets HH GBP JCC

P-value 0.139 0.026 4e-007
Result Accept H0 Reject H0 Reject H0

Table 4
Pearson chi-squared test results at a confidence level of 5%.

Markets GBP JCC

P-value 0.127 0.358
Result Accept H0 Accept H0
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prices. The result of the classical model that is applied to the i i d. .
case is in line with this economic fact, and the probability of having
a record tends to zero in the American Market (HH). This means that
there is little chance in encountering a price/drop in gas prices in
the short term, a result also endorsed by recent literature [50].

3) There is always a certain probability of having a record in the
European market and the Asian market. Again, the Yang and
Discrete-time random walk models performed well. This is in line
with economic reasoning for both markets.

Research papers published by Refs. [51,52], have increasingly ob-
served that the move from oil-indexed to hub or market pricing is a
clear secular trend, strongest in northwest Europe and spreading
southwards and eastwards. The strong gas markets integration between
the different European hubs and, the diversification in gas supply will
keep the gas prices resistant to sudden spikes/drops. This is the result of
many years of pro-competition EU regulatory initiatives implied by the
several EU directives, namely the legislation concerning security of
supply at EU level (994/2010). The annual surveys on pricing of
wholesale gas undertaken by the International Gas Union also lend
quantitative evidence of these trends [53].

On the other hand, Asian gas prices are still dominated by oil in-
dexation of LNG contracts, which cannot follow gas market funda-
mentals in a timely manner. This economic reasoning is in line with
recent publications, particularly for the Asian market. Research
showed, that the Asian Pacific LNG is currently undergoing consider-
able change and uncertainty, and the risk of unexpected oil price shocks
has always been the main factor in analyzing LNG trade and market
interactions in the Asian gas market [34,50,54,55].

4) Results suggest that the Yang model fit the JCC market, and that the
result of the maximum likelihood principle based on record in-
dicators (described in Section 2.4.1) gives a value for γ̂ to be equal
to 1.058. As γ̂ exceeds unity, the choice for the Yang model was
reasonable.

5) The record rate in some of the models converges to a certain con-
stant in the short run. This is a significant indicator showing that the
markets of these models are in an unstable situation and vulnerable
to future spikes/drops.

3.2. Difference between empirical and theoretical findings

The analysis carried in this study, started by applying several
goodness-of-fit tests in order to assign each set of data to the model that
fits observations the most.

In a second step, the probability of the records for each model was
computed.

In a final step, in order to test the models, we computed the theo-
retically expected number of records for each model based on the ex-
pected value of NT , and compared it to the real number of records
extracted directly from the series of observations.

By completing all three steps, we evaluate the forecasting perfor-
mance of each model. The closeness between the theoretical and em-
pirical results is a proof of good performance.

As shown in Table 6, the percentage error is low for both the HH and
JCC markets. This is perceived as a good indicator regarding the choice
of our models: they fit the considered data sets.

The percentage error in the JCC market is minimal, which proves
that the Yang model has successfully predicted the number of records in
the last twenty years. Since the record rate in a Yang model goes
asymptotically to a constant, this is further proof that the Asian market
is unstable in the short and long run prediction and will always be
vulnerable to spikes and drops in natural gas prices.

The gas regulator in the relevant Asian countries can benefit from
our theoretical findings as basis to develop, support and improve
business environment for developing a better functioning LNG market.
The scientific and political community have shared policy re-
commendation to improve the situation in the Asian gas market, in-
cluding:

• Liberalizing domestic gas market and developing adequate and ac-
cessible gas infrastructure capacities by promoting third party ac-
cess8 [56].

• Moving away from JCC to a price mechanism which reflects an-
ticipated market fundamentals of the Asian buyers' country9 [57].

• Securing new gas sources, such as East Africa and Australia to di-
versify the supply portfolio of Asian importers.

• Promoting governmental adequate and accessible infrastructure
developments (upstream/downstream) through: equity participa-
tion of importers/Asian shippers in LNG projects, investment in
storage in order to increase domestic flexibility, and investment in
new Asian upstream projects.

Consequently, we have successfully modeled and used the records
theory on a data set that goes beyond the i i d. . case without going
through the conditional approach which is mostly used in EVT. In ad-
dition, the results are distribution free, which minimize the complexity
of the models.

4. Conclusion

To date the literature studying the tails of the distribution, have
used the extreme value theory to study the price behavior of commodity
prices. This research; however offers an alternative and concentrates on

Table 5
Probability of Records for each market.

Markets Probability of records Probability of having a
record on t=200
(November 2013)

HH  = = =δ[ 1] Pt tt
1  = =δ[ 1] 0.005t

JCC, where γ is equal to 1.058  = = = − −δ[ 1] P (γ) (γ (γ 1))/(γ(γ 1))t tt t  = =δ[ 1] 0.0555t

GBP
 ⎜ ⎟= = = ⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

−δ P t
t[ 1] 2 2 ,t t t2

 = =δ[ 1] 0.0399t

Table 6
Results of empirical and theoretical probabilities.

Markets HH GBP JCC

Number of records (Actual) 8 10 17
Number of records (Theoretical) 6.043 16.36 16.47
Percentage error (%) 24 63 3

8 The TPA should be complemented by enhancing contractual flexibility. This can done
by eliminating destinations restrictions in LNG contracts.

9 The imperative for buyers will be not to lock themselves into long term inflexible
price arrangements during a period when market dynamics will be changing rapidly.
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the records theory.
Our findings suggests that out of the three main regional gas mar-

kets, the Asian market seems to be less stable than the others, and that
the probability of having a record in the coming years is the highest. In
addition, there is always a probability of having a record in the long run
for the Asian market, which proves that the market is not stable, unlike
the American and European markets which seems to be more stable in
both the short and long run.

While this study offers binding mathematical models, it does also
reveal concrete results that are distribution free. Most importantly the
validity of the models/results is validated in the two step analysis we
have conducted, as both the empirical and theoretical findings seems to
be close for all three models, especially the Asian market.

The analytical framework that is based on distinctive mathematical
models described in the paper, and the ability to forecast future spike/
drops should be used as an incentive, by Asian gas regulators, where
there are signs of price instability.

While the private sector is mainly responsible for commercial deals,
the public sector is encouraged to support and improve business

environment for developing well-working rules of gas markets con-
ductive to a better functioning LNG market, especially in terms of
flexibility, price formation, gas supply security, and securing necessary
investment.

Worthy to mention, the record models will work best when used to
predict the probability of a record in the short run. As known that in
volatile commodity price forecasting, models should be updated fre-
quently, because of the vulnerability of the market to sudden disrup-
tions in supply and demand fundamentals, which needs to be reflected
in the data.

The study used three record models to explain the different sets of
data. Pursuing further research and considering other record models for
future research, such as Linear Drift Model and Increasing Variance
Model, is needed. Record values were not computed in this analysis. In
the future, researchers could study the joint distribution of record va-
lues based on a Markov chain analysis, which can provide more in-
formation to our inference procedure. Using this information, it is
possible to predict future record values with a given confidence in-
terval.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.esr.2018.05.003.

Annex A. Maximum likelihood estimation method

Maximizing the Log-Likelihood function

= …

= − + − − − − ∑ −=
−

L γ δ δ γ

N γ T N γ γ δ γ

log ( ) log [ , , ; ]

log(1 1/ ) ( )log(1/ ) log(1 1/ ) log(1 1/ )
T

T T
T

t
T

t
t

1

2
1

Thus, we must find the value γ̂ of γ , which denotes our estimator by the maximum likelihood method, such that:

==d L γ dγ( log ( )/ ) 0γ γ̂ (15)

The asymptotic behavior of this estimator is:

− →−γ γ I γ N( ˆ )/ ( ) (0,1),T
1 (16)

where I γ( )T denotes Fisher information. Note that the behavior of this estimator is also distribution-free. The importance of calculating the
asymptotic behavior is double folded: It shows that the behavior of the estimator is distribution-free, which means independent from the choice of
the underlying distribution Y . In addition, it gives the possibility to construct the confidence intervals of the parameter γ for a given confidence level
alpha.

Annex B. Goodness-of-fit for a Yang model

In the following section NT denotes the number of records after the warm-up period and T the present time.
On the basis of a partition (of disjoint sub-sets) ∪ …∪Π ΠK1 of the set … ∞{1,2, , }, nk, ≤ ≤k K1 denotes the number of ΔLn which fall within Πk

with + …+ = −n n m 1K1 (Because for =N mT records it corresponds −m 1 inter-records). In addition, we denote = ∑ ∈π γ p γ( ) ( )k j jΠk
, ≤ ≤k K1 .

The Pearson chi-square statistic is given by:

∑= − − −
=

χ γ n m π γ m π γ( ) ( ( 1) ( )) /(( 1) ( ))
k

K

k k k
1

2

(17)

The value of this statistic is compared to − −xK α1, 1
2 the quantile of order − α(1 ) of the chi-square with −K 1 degrees of freedom, denoted −χK 1

2 .
When > − −χ γ x( ) K α1, 1

2 , the test rejects the hypothesis H0 at the confidence asymptotic level α. Thus, the observed values of ΔLn are not in agreement
with the geometric distribution and the model does not fits Yang.

However, the statistic χ γ( ) is unusable because the parameter γ is unknown. We must therefore estimate it. To do this, we calculate the value γ͠
that minimizes χ γ( ). Then, the usable statistic is

=χ γ argminχ γ( ) ( )͠
γ (18)

According to a classical result [47], if the data comes from a geometric distribution, the statistic → −χ γ χ( )͠ K 2
2 converges in distribution to a chi-

square with −K 2 degrees of freedom. If − −χ γ x( ) exceeds͠ K α2, 1
2 (the quantile of order − α1 of the chi-square with −K 2 degrees of freedom), the test

rejects, at the confidence level α, the null hypothesis that the ΔLn follow a Geometric distribution, which casts doubt on Yang's model.
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